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1. THINGS TO KEEP IN
YOUR CAR
It will take some time for you to experience

the full range of things that happen on the

road. 

If you keep the following items with you

whenever you drive, one day you will be very

glad you read this!

CABIN SUPPLIES

Car mats to keep your floors dirt free

(these can be taken out and shaken

easily)

Microfibre cloths to wipe windows and

any surfaces gathering dust

Antibacterial wipes to clean up any spills

or marks from passengers on door sills or

elsewhere in the cabin

Glen 20 (or similar deodoriser &

disinfectant) to spray to refresh and

sanitise seats and upholstery 

These items are essential to keep inside your

car and make keeping your car cabin clean,

dust free and smelling safe for riders!
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Disposable face masks (even when

they are optional they show you care)

Small tissue packs – these are very

useful for passengers and more

hygienic for you

Panadol and Nurofen in case a rider

has a headache (although remember,

you are not a doctor and just offering

these as a favour if they are sure they

are safe for them to take!)

A ballpoint pen and small notepad

because riders often need to jot down

a note (they will usually give you the

international gesture of a thumb and

forefinger waved in the air).

These items provided to riders on their

request will always get you a 5-star rating

– and often a tip too!

Consider installing forward and rear

facing cameras in your vehicle.  These

are a must have and the extra pair of

eyes are a great help if you're ever in

an accident.

Perhaps you are driving at night and

concerned about safety? Day or night

time driving, your safety should be your

number one priority.  



 

2. THINGS TO KEEP IN
YOUR BOOT
These items are perfect to keep in the boot for

the various times you’ll need them in any

given week.

BOOT SUPPLIES
Brush (for cleaning car mats)

Mini vac/dust buster to run over the seats

and keep them hair free for riders.

Kitchen roll (paper roll) to absorb any

spills or capture any crumbs 

Bug spray to use to make sure all your

windows and mirrors are bug-smudge

free

Water spray bottle to be able to quickly

rinse or wet a muddy surface (use in

conjunction with the kitchen roll).

Large towel in a colour that matches

your upholstery- for covering rear seat for

riders with pets or who might have wet

clothes. 

Umbrella to offer riders as they get into

the car (and to keep yourself dry if you

have to get in and out of your car in the

rain.
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3.  KEEPING YOUR CAR LOOKING
AND SMELLING CLEAN
Smell is more critical than you think.  A bad-smelling car will be seen as unclean even if it is 

very tidy and clean.

SMELLING CLEAN          
Remember that we all get used to our own smells and odours.  But our riders certainly notice

any unpleasant smells.

That’s why both you and your car need to smell clean.

In the case of the car, open the windows between trips and use an air freshener/deodorizer

like Glen 20.

In the case of you, driver – and there’s no polite way of saying this – do your smoking / eating /

burping and farting out of the car as much as possible!



CLEANING FOOD AND DRINK
Riders will occasionally bring food and

drink into your car – and you can’t really

stop them.  They often tip if you allow

them when they ask politely.

What you can do is check your car for

rubbish, food scraps, empty bottles under

seats etc after trips – because the next

rider will invariably knock your rating

down if they find that rubbish before you

do!

SIMPLE "ON SHIFT" CLEANING TIPS
Wipe down the dashboard to remove

dust regularly – sun shining through a

windscreen will really show up any

dust on your dashboard.

Shake out (or brush off) your

floormats – mess from riders shoes

builds up really quickly in the rear

footwells of your car.
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Spray Glen 20 regularly – in these COVID

times the smell is quite reassuring for

riders – as well as killing any COVID

germs that might be left in your car by

riders. 

An alternative spray to Glen 20 is simply

mixing a few drops of eucalyptus and

tea tree oils with water in a water spray

bottle – it does the same job on COVID

and smells better than Glen 20!

Wipe down / remove finger marks on

rear windows, doors and door handles –

its amazing how many fingerprints (and

sometimes makeup) you’ll find on the

windows of rear doors by end of a shift!
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4.  USING YOUR PHONE
We all know that the phone is critical to the job but it can also be a great tool to help make

your passengers feel safe and informed.  

WHERE TO KEEP YOUR PHONE
By locating your phone in the middle of

your dashboard you can use it as a source

of information and communication with

your rider.

The drivers view of the trip route (on your

phone) is more detailed than the

riders view – showing red (bad) traffic

blockages on the intended route. 

You can point these out to your rider and

suggest alternate routes to save time.
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USING THE PHONE AS A TOUR MAP TO EDUCATE
YOUR PASSENGER
You can also use the trip map on your phone to

orient interstate and overseas travellers with the

layout of the city they’re visiting.

In Sydney for example, if you’re traveling north

from the airport to the CBD – you can point out:

CENTREPOINT TOWER 
notionally the centre of the CBD and the main shopping precinct

HYDE PARK AND THE DOMAIN 
as the eastern edge of the CBD

DARLING HARBOUR AND BARANGAROO 
as the western edge of the CBD

CENTRAL STATION AND CHINATOWN 
as the southern edge of the CBD

THE OPERA HOUSE 
as the northern eastern tip of the CBD

THE HARBOUR BRIDGE AND ROCKS PRECINCT 
as the north western tip of the CBD. 

CIRCULAR QUAY 
positioned at the northern end between the Bridge and the Opera House



5. BEING PREPARED ON THE ROAD 
Here are some general tips to make driving and life on the road easier for you as a driver.

TRY TO USE THE
MAGIC MIDDLE LANE
A basic tip – but a good one nonetheless

– when you’re cruising around waiting

for your next ride opportunity – make a

point of traveling in the middle lane of

major roads.

Why? I can’t tell you how many times

I’ve approached intersections to have a

ride opportunity “pop” just then.

At least from the middle lane of traffic

you’re a reasonable chance of making

that necessary left or right turn to go

collect your rider – rather than having to

spend time doubling back because you

couldn’t make that first turn!
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BATHROOM BREAKS
It's inevitable you'll need to use the

bathroom at some point during a drive.

Many public toilets and service station

bathrooms are locked or closed,

especially since the COVID pandemic. 

If you're desperate, fast food

restaurants like McDonald's, KFC, and

Hungry Jacks will be your best bet - so

be aware of these locations when

driving.

There is also a Federal Government

app and website which can help – a

register of public toilets by location.

Find it here: 

https://toiletmap.gov.au/

REFUELLING – YOU
AND YOUR CAR

Water to keep you refreshed 

Breath mints to keep your breath

from smelling

Lollies and salty nibbles – nuts,

pretzels etc.

Biscuits – Jatz, Scotch Fingers etc.

These will all keep you going without a

break, particularly if you’re on a roll and

don’t want to stop for food:
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6. GETTING TIPS AND 5 STAR
RATINGS
This might be the most important part of this report because it

can make you a lot of extra income from tips and keep you on

the high-rating schedule with your rideshare company.

MAKE THEM FEEL WELCOME
Sunglasses off
We all need sunglasses during a day driving shift – when you pick

up a rider though – always – put them on top of your forehead

when you greet your rider! During COVID, with your smile

covered by your facemask – being able to see your eyes makes a

big difference. You stop being a stranger and you both feel more

comfortable.

Smile
This is so easy to forget but a simple habit and costs you nothing.

A simple smile as you greet your passenger can make their day. If

they have had a rough morning and your smile turns around

their mood, imagine how much more likely they are to give you a

tip! Try having your smile uncovered as your greet your rider –

then put your mask in place as they enter your vehicle.

Use their name
Some say the sweetest sound in the language is the sound of

your own name. Even if you just use it when you greet them to

confirm the booking, it makes them feel welcomed and

important.
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7. WHEN TO CHAT OR STAY SILENT

The eternal question – most easily answered by opening with a

statement about the weather! 

It’s the simplest topic to engage your rider – or understand your

rider isn’t up for a chat. If you’re getting one-word responses from

your rider – leave them alone – if they’re on the phone, laptop or

have airpods in – leave them alone.

Alternatively, if they’re smiling and chatty – tell them they look

like they’re having a good day – and they’ll probably tell you all

about it – and ask about your day.

If that happens – always respond that you’re also having a good

day (even if you’re not) – tell them something that you’re looking

forward to that day!
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8. AVOIDING FINES
Just one fine can potentially wipe out a week of hard work, not to mention put your license at

risk.  Here are just a few things to help.

NO STOPPING 
As you know, it is very risky to use a no-stopping zone regardless of a rider request to do so.

They are frequently monitored and always attract steep fines.

TAXI ZONES
Be super cautious with this one – it is illegal to pick up or drop off a rider in a taxi zone –

regardless of the fact that may be the safest way to collect or drop off!!  Try to avoid them if

you can.

While the fines might vary from state to state – they are all bad – in NSW it’s an $850 fine –

which will really kill your week’s work!

If you can’t avoid a taxi zone – Barangaroo in Sydney is an example here - always check on

approach to the ride pick up / drop off for any police or parking rangers – if it’s all clear then

start / complete your trip as quickly as you can.

DEALING WITH COPS

be polite to the cop

stress that you were unaware of the fine; and 

indicate that your primary concern was with safely onboarding / offloading your passenger

hopefully – you’ll be let off with a warning instead of a fine!

If you ever get stopped by a motorcycle cop – as I did recently:



ADDRESS
PO BOX 333, ROZELLE

NSW 2039, AUSTRALIA

PHONE
1300 iDRiVR

(1300 437 487)

EMAIL
ASK@DRIVR.NET.AU

mailto:ask@drivr.net.au

